
High ProductivityHigh Productivity
Hooking up components in NO programming by generating communication 
interfaces automatically. The utility RPCMake generates proxy files (Stub for 
Request and Skeleton for Response) in any languages you choose out of IDL file.  
Nextra also provides Adapters for DBs and SAP. 
The server test utility RPCDebug is a testing utility with a GUI. With it, you can 
point-n-click your way through the various RPCs of a particular server. It allows 
you to test the reliability of a server's function calls in a controlled distributed 
environment, before you deploy your application.
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Its technologies and long proven customer support history guarantee you to save time 
and money, and minimize the risk of opportunity loss.
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Support multiple Languages, DBs and PlatformsSupport multiple Languages, DBs and Platforms

Ready to bridge components written in various languages.
Ease your work to migrate to different platforms.
Assist you to hook up with various softwares and DBs running on various 
platforms across the network without changing your business logic.
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Lowering cost and riskLowering cost and risk
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Any PlatformAny Platform
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Dist r ibute d Applicat ion S er ver  for  Mission Cr it ical  Sy stemsDist r ibute d Applicat ion S er ver  for  Mission Cr it ical  Sy stems

RDBMS, ERP, Legacy

Nextra interfaces with both Data source and UI, 
and encapsulate your business logic.

Data tier Application tier

TMTM

WEB, GUI

 Presentation tier Presentation tier

    

         Load Balancing   Load Balancing
Load balancing is a technique to spread work between 
many components in order to get optimal resource 
utilization and decrease computing time at each 
process. Nextra/RPC runtime library is equipped with 
Weighted Load Balancing in order to balance the 
massive requests. Moreover, the RPC runtime library 
provides options like Parallel Servers, Dedicated 
Server and Thread pooling in order to improve the 
performance.
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   Application Monitoring   Application Monitoring

   Synchronous and Asynchronous Messaging   Synchronous and Asynchronous Messaging

   Application Clustering   Application Clustering
Application Clustering is a group of loosely coupled 
components that work together closely so that in many 
respects they can be viewed as though they are a 
single system. The components are commonly, but not 
always, connected to each other through the LAN.

Application Clustering is usually deployed to improve 
performance and/or availability over that provided by 
non clustering system.
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Application Monitoring tool (AppMinder) monitors the server 
processes at socket level in a timely manner and restarts the process 
when it is down.
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Nextra supports both Synchronous and Asynchronous Messaging, 
which lets you invoke multiple services simultaneously and process 
the each response immediately after the response comes back from 
the remote service.

Nextra supports both Synchronous and Asynchronous Messaging, 
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the remote service.

Nextra sits in between Presentation and Data tiers and 

empowers the application with the following technologies.

Distributed Application ServerDistributed Application Server

Application MonitoringApplication Monitoring

Load BalancingLoad Balancing

MessagingMessaging

Application ClusteringApplication Clustering

μRPCμRPC

Nextra TM

μRPC is a next generation of RPC which promises you to experience an ultra high speed
RPC; 1 transaction < 1 millisecond. The ultra high speed RPC is materialized with a new
feature MTT*1) armored with Fail-over, Load Balancing and Monitoring standard built-in features.

μRPC is a next generation of RPC which promises you to experience an ultra high speed
RPC; 1 transaction < 1 millisecond. The ultra high speed RPC is materialized with a new
feature MTT*1) armored with Fail-over, Load Balancing and Monitoring standard built-in features.

*1) = Multi Threading Technology*1) = Multi Threading Technology

Nextra is a Distributed Application Server, a software infrastructure 

which bridges application components running on various systems in enterprise.

It is embodied in so called Mission Critical Systems serving for massive users

simultaneously and 24 by 365.

Assists you to bui ld 3 t iered archi tecture based distr ibuted appl icant ions

NextraTMNextraTM

BreakthroughBreakthrough

ClusteringClustering
DownsizingDownsizing

Non StopNon Stop MISSION CRITICALMISSION CRITICAL

Fail OverFail Over
ZeroDefectZeroDefect

PerformancePerformance

Nextra technologiesNextra technologies



Inspire your applications
 through our products and services.

Inspire
  International
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 through our products and services.
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Ebisunishi Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150-0021  Japan

Inspire International Inc.

http://www.inspire-intl.com
TEL: 03-5728-1612   FAX: 03-5728-1615   E-mail:  info@next ra. jp

Nextra  supported environment
Nextra has been adopted in 
various mission critical 
systems in any industrial 
sectors.
 
Nextra has its root in Entera, 
three tiered Client/Server 
application platform designed 
by Prof. John Donovan at 
MIT in 1992.

DB tier

Presentation tier

製品の詳細と最新のサポート状況は、http://www.nextra.jp/  でご確認ください。Latest support platform information  @  http://www.inspire-intl.com→

RDBMSs

Server platforms
● Windows    ● Linux
● Solaris       ● HP-UX       ● AIX      

● DB2
● HiRDB

● Oracle
● SQL Server

● C ● COBOL ● Java
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Application Server

Transaction server

DB access server

Developer package

Runtime package

Application ServerApplication Server
Transaction ServerTransaction Server

DB Access ServerDB Access Server

DB access
library

Data tier

Application tier

Presentation tier

TPMake utility takes SQLMake one step further - it generates C code 
for creating DB servers that have transaction processing capabilities, 
server code a header file and a Makefile. For TPMake, you need to 
create a resource map file in addition to the file of SQL statements. 
The resource file is a text file that maps each SQL statement file to the 
correct DB. 

Assist to develop Transaction ServerAssist to develop Transaction Server
TPMakeTPMake

RPCMake utility generates auxiliary pieces of code called client stub 
and server skeleton when it is given a server definition file called IDL 
(Interface Definition Language) file. When the client stub is included in 
the client program and the business logic is built on top of the server 
skeleton, the two parties can talk to each other.

RPC Communication Interface Auto GeneratorRPC Communication Interface Auto GeneratorRPCMakeRPCMake

RPCDebug is a testing utility with a GUI. With it, you can point-n-click 
your way through the various RPCs of a particular server. It allows 
you to test the reliability of a server's function calls in a controlled 
distributed environment, before you deploy your application.

Server test utilityServer test utility
RPCDebugRPCDebug

The SQLMake utility aids in building servers to access SQL 
databases. It generates an IDL (Interface Definition Language) file of 
modified ANSI SQL queries and optionally generates client application 
stubs.

Assist to develop DB Access ServerAssist to develop DB Access Server
SQLMakeSQLMake
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Auto generation

To be coded by users

Application Monitoring tool (AppMinder) monitors the server 
processes at socket level in a timely manner and restarts the process 
when it is down.

Application Monitoring Application Monitoring 
   AppMinder   AppMinder

Fast communication method built into Nextra/RPC runtime library 
warranties the data delivery reliably and responsively.
It supports both Synchronous and Asynchronous messaging.

Remote Procedure CallRemote Procedure Call
   RPC   RPCBroker cashes the services’location information in its memory. 

Services always register the location information to the Broker upon 
start-up. The Client in the Network requests the Broker first the services’ 
location information before accessing the services. It is possible to 
create hierarchies of Brokers, with a master Broker, parent Brokers 
and Sub-Brokers.

Naming ServerNaming Server
   Broker   Broker

DB_startDB_start

RPC
skeleton

Transaction
library

Provided with Nextra

SQL

SQL
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